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Communications of the Secretariat
of the Swiss Abroad

Political Rights of the Swiss Abroad
/.i/c/e/7 Aa/V/ard

In conversation with Swiss Abroad one often finds that the difference between «Commune of Presence»
(Anwesenheitsgemeinde, commune de présence) and «Voting Commune» (Stimmgemeinde, commune de
vote) is not always clear.

For this reason, we shall try and make these terms clear by means of sketches rather than by a longish article.

Commune of Presence
This is the Swiss Commune in which you wish to collect your voting papers. This Commune is entirely your
own choice. For instance, you decide on a place where your relatives live, where you have a second place of
residence or where you normally spend your holidays.

If you live near the Swiss frontier or you travel to Switzerland specially for a plebiscite, you will no doubt choose a
Swiss Commune near the frontier.

Thus you have the choice - there are 3000 Swiss Communes at your disposal.

Voting Commune
This is the Commune in which your ballot paper is counted.
You cannot choose this Commune as you like. That means: page 18

Q3 page 19
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n In case you never lived in Switzerland, it can only be your or one of your Communes of origin.
Fxamp/e (Valid for Swiss men and women living abroad)

Abroad

Mrs Monica X was born in Guatemala,
the child of Swiss parents whose Com-
mune of origin is Brunnen, Canton of
Schwyz

During all her schooling and training she
has lived in Guatemala

She kept her Swiss nationality also after
being married

In Switzerland

Now that she wants to make use of her
political rights in Switzerland, she
applies to the official local Swiss repre-
sentation

As Commune of presence, she chooses
Lucerne where she collects her voting
papers

COMMUNE CHANCELLERY

She fills in her ballot paper which was
sent automatically from Brunnen to
Lucerne, bearing her name

IM LUCERNE

She posts the envelope in a letter box
and has nothing more to do

Her ballot paper is accepted at Brunnen
and is counted with the papers of all the
other voters

She puts it in an envelope addressed to
her Commune of origin (Brunnen)

FROM I urFRNE.
TO...
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13 Your Voting Commune may be your or one of your Communes of origin or one of the
Communes you once resided in and where you deposited your papers on leaving for abroad.

fxamp/e
(Valid for Swiss men and women living abroad)

Abroad

Mr Robert Y was born at Murten. His
place of origin is Muensingen. He is
resident at Melun (France). Previously
he had studied in Fribourg for four years
and deposited his papers there

Now that he wants to make use of his
political rights in Switzerland, he applies
to the official local Swiss representation

As Commune of Presence he chooses
Basle where his parents live at the
moment, and as Voting Commune he
chooses Murten. He had the choice of
three Communes: Murten, Muensingen
and Fribourg

COMMUNE
OF PRESENCE

VOTING
COMMUNE

1

MUEjS!

In Switzerland

He collects his voting papers in Basle
where it was sent from Murten, ad-
dressed to him. He fills in his ballot
paper

IN TbASLE

He puts it in an envelope addressed to
the Commune of Murten

FROM BASLE
TD...

1/ / // /// /v //TMA\ ^ (Y V

His ballot paper is accepted at Murten
and is counted with the papers of all the
other voters
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Special case
Naturally, your Commune of presence may at the same time be your Voting Commune

Examp/es
(Valid for Swiss men and women living abroad)

Abroad In Switzerland

Mrs Monica X chooses to have her
Commune of origin also as her Voting
Commune

She collects her voting papers at
Brunnen, fills in the ballot paper, and
instead of returning it by post

she puts it straight in the ballot-box

COMMUNE VOTING,
OF PRESENCE COMMUNE

AT BRUNHEN

Abroad In Switzerland

Mr Robert Y chooses as his Commune
of Presence not Basle where his parents
live, but the Commune of Murten which
is his Voting Commune at the same time

COMMUNE VOT\NS
OF PRESENCE COMMUNE

He collects his voting papers at Murten,
fills in the ballot paper, and instead of
returning it by post

he puts it straight in the ballot-box

AT MURTEVA

Draw/bps 6y S/ry//
Please note:
It is advisable that married couples should choose the Voting Commune which is at the same time the Commune
of origin of both partners, or a Commune where they had resided together. Thus administrative difficulties can be
avoided, and they both have the possibility of acting together, though with separate voting papers.

Remark
Further details may be looked up in the following issues of this periodical: June 76, October 76, December 76,
March 77 (with diagram) and March 78.
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The Swiss School for Physical
Education and Sport of Magglingen
(for the beginning; see issue of June 1978)

Center of scientific research
The medecine in its large extent
comes nearer and nearer to sports.
The medical intervention is not
any longer limited to practical
treatments or controls but it will
expand to the social sciences as

psychology and sociology.
Actually the Research Institute
concentrates its main activities on
the biological aspect where inves-
tigations of the effects of physical
exercise on the respiratory and
cardiovascular systems, and on
metabolism are made.
Very special interest is at the
present time centered on the
morphological and biochemical
changes in the skeletal muscle in

view of the various methods of
training.
The Research Institute provides
medical care for all courses held at
the SSPES. The Research Institute
is also responsible for all the dope
tests being carried out at national
and international competitions in
Switzerland.

Administration center
The SSPES is in charge of docu-

mentation and supervision of the
Y+S movement, of the national
sports center of Tenero (a «little
Magglingen» in the canton of
Tessin), of sports for apprentices
and of sports facilities.
The school issues also a periodical
to be presented later and main-
tains an information service for
each language (German, French,
Italian).
Youth and sport offer a great
variety of sports activities to young
people between 14 and 20 years
of age.
The SSPES is responsible - by
order of the Confederation - to
establish the teaching programs
for the different branches. This
task is done in close collaboration
with the school authorities and
with the federations.

The following branches are al-
ready introduced within Y+S:
Basketball
Canoeing
Cross country skiing
Cycling
Fitness training
Gymnastics

Plandball
H iking and camping
Icehockey
Judo
Mountaineering
Orientation
Rhythmical gymnastics and dance
Rowing
Skiing
Soccer
Swimming
Tennis
Track and Field
Volleyball

Documentation center
By our days we can not imagine
the further development without
the use of traditional and modern
means. The information service of
the SSPES disposes of books as
well as of a photographical ser-
vice, it offers realizing films and
video tapes and maintains a loan
service for all these means.
The library consists of about
30000 books dealing with dif-
ferent technical aspects of sports.
It is open to everybody and is free
of charge.
About 300 films and 200 video-
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tapes as well as some diaporamas
are lent out.
Up to now, the SSPES has printed
about 40 scientific and didactic
papers and books.
Since more than 30 years the
school published monthly a perio-
dical in three different editions
(German, French and Italien); its
title is «Youth and Sport» and its
main purpose is to show how
important sound physical edu-
cation is with regard to physical,
psychological and moral edu-
cation of young people in view of
the many problems they have to
face in today's society. It also
serves as a means of supplemen-
tary education of the cadre of
instructors and the propaganda for
sports.

Lodging and sports center
The SSPES is a real school-
pension (more than 60000 rations
a year) for athletes of any level.
These activities need a staff of

many people, for household,
kitchen, garden etc. To conclude
this little abstract, we can say that
the SSPES is really an instrument
in good working order of the
government to encourage the
sport within its reasonable limits

7. 77?e SSFFS /'s as we// a Fee/era/
Sc/?oo/as a rrat/cwa/ sports ceoter.
/s // ready to a//ow /or Z/?e /Free or
ever? /oor ert?r?/'c proops o/ Sw/7-
zer/aort?
The SSPES is a national institution
in charge of promoting the sport
on all levels, for young and old, for
female and male persons.
It is not by accident that it is
situated on the linguistic boundary
between the German and the
French part of Switzerland. So it
really does its duty for the whole
country respectively for all four
parts of Switzerland. However
there are shades. Most of the
employees of the SSPES speak
German. The result is a loss of
balance in favour of the German
part of Switzerland, a fact that
sometimes is taken as a little
offence by the «Romandie». That
is maybe also the reason for the
several difficulties to have a little
bit more influence on different
plans and ideas in this part of
Switzerland.

2. /Wapp//V?pe/7 /?as //vert to see a
coos/rtera/j/e rteve/opmeot as
Z/rere /7a ve Z?een /rtaopozafert so/ne
new Zw/'/d/rtps and sports pronnds
f/?/s very /as/ //>77e. /s // poss//?/e /o
prev/ew Z?y now a/ready a /nrt/?er
deve/opmenZ o/ //7e SSPfS /'n Z/?e

next rty/nre e/Z/?er /'n p/ann/'np /or
Z/7e co/?sZrt/cZ/'o/7 o/ oew /ac/7/Z/es
or /n Za/r/op c/?arpe o/ oew Zas/s
In fact, the SSPES made great
steps as well as in constructing

and to promote the well-being of
the population.
It must be said that a lot of
necessary and important work -
and not the most attractive work -
is done by foreign seasonal staff.

Arnaldo Dell'Avo

buildings and grounds as in over-
taking new tasks. Considering the
planning at long terms the main
requests of the SSPES have been
realized. Of course we miss e.g. a

special hall for gymnastics but
actually, in this time of lack of
finances, it can not be the moment
for beginning to plan this building.
An other project, the youth sport
center in Tenero, in the canton of
Tessin, has got better chances to
be realized. It is just in view of the
problems of the minority of an
ethnic group that the government
has decided to take it into consi-
deration during the actual legis-
lature period. The SSPES itself
does not foresee special extension
of its tasks. The stoppage of the
government for the employment

Dr. Kaspar Wolf, the director of the SSPES,
answers our questions
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of new collaborators sometimes
even makes it difficult to do all
work as good as it should be done.
The actual key-note must be
«internal stability».

3. 77?e Sw/'ss top /eve/ sport /s
roa/rt/y a irprti/afe a/Za/ro. 77?e

SSPfS be/oops to //?e povero-
roen/. A/Zbot/pb Zbere /s a /7a/raw
co//aboAa//on /rt Zbese //e/ds. Does
Zb/'s /act oot caose /rt/erteronces
The situation is clear concerning
the top level sport: the Swiss
Association for Physical Edu-
cation is in charge of the top level
sport. But the SSPES has to held

the top level athletes. This is done
by contracts between the SSPES
and the mentioned «private»
partner, in instructing coaches, in
lodging the athletes during their
training camps and in guaran-
teeing the medical care and
control.
We can state with pleasure that up
to now this collaboration works
well.

4. 77?e SSAfS /'s a concept - not
on/y />? Sw/'Zzertand bo/ a/so
abroad. /Vow ace /'Zs ro/af/'ons w/'/b
s/ro/Va/- /oro/pn /rtsZ/'ZoZ/ons
We are glad to say that the SSPES

is wellknown abroad. We keep
good relations with similar institu-
tions and organizations. Some of
our collaborators are members in
different international organiza-
tions, part of them in leading
positions. On the other side the
SSPES wants to host people from
all over the world during inter-
national manifestations. It wants
to be place to work and place of
meeting. With regard to the small-
ness of our country our efforts
sometimes are to be limited.
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